Ticket Checker
Key Features
• Process tickets and badges faster and more effectively using barcodes scanners.
• Prevent duplicate ticket holders or invalid
badges from entering.
• Quickly create reports of the scans and results.

Overview
Ticket Checker is a cloud-based system
which allows you to scan tickets or
badges at events, venues or shows. With
Ticket Checker you can:
• Instantly determine if the ticket is
valid and whether the ticket is a duplicate or has already been scanned
• Store scan information for later reporting and quickly create reports
and exports of the scans and results
• Access your data, anytime, anywhere
with our cloud-based program.

Ticket Checker Overview
This program allows you to scan the
unique barcode printed on a ticket or a
badge to collect that particular number.
If that same barcode is ever scanned
again, then the handheld barcode scanner gives a visual warning. This allows
the ticket checker to stop the incoming
illegal ticket holder or invalid badge.
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last scan
By using Ticket Checker you can automate
your event’s attendance procedure. If duplicate
tickets are found, entry can be prevented.

Ticket Checker In Depth
The Ticket Checker systems uses the
power of the Internet to allow a handheld reader to connect to a cloud-based
database (Ticket Checker) to see if a
badge or ticket is valid, a duplicate, or
doesn’t exist. Using WiFi or WAN, tickets and badges can be scanned and verified real time and online using a simple
mobile device.
The CS40 is the mobile device used and
has the ability to scan 1D and 2D barcodes, including PDF417, Data Matrix
and Maxicode. Ticket Checker has built
in security to prevent fraudulent or duplicate barcodes from being used. Optional lookups allow several data fields
to be presented to the ticket scanner for
verification purposes.
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Ticket Checker Reports
Reports are a key component of Ticket
Checker. This systems allows you to
create you own reports so that you can
see which tickets or badges were
scanned and when. You can also export
this information into programs such a
Excel so that you can use the data in
your own reporting mechanism.
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